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my time at portia - original soundtrack

there isnt a better 2d platform shooter out there. good price, good fun.. Loved "Modern Tales: Age of Invention" and I say it's
worth the price!
Orchid Games and Artifex Mundi, please make another one. :)

PLUS
+ incredibly vibrant graphics (absolutely loved the colourful "steampunk" art)
+ interactive and interesting characters (chatting with them throughout game)
+ voice acting and music are top notch (music adjusted from happy to somber at right moments)
+ leans more to adventure with good balance of puzzles and hidden object scenes
+ story kept me involved and intrigued all the way to the end (with teaser to sequel)
+ neat mixture of science, engineering and history (sneaking in education)
+ length of game hit the sweet spot for me 4-5 hours with rewarding ending
+ 30 collectible atoms with "bonus" extras

CONS
- there were some audio/video sync issues (not always just big action scenes)
- some dialogue was a bit over the top but I found it more silly than negative. It's a great game. It has the basic gameplay style of
The Legend of Zelda II: Link's Adventure, and does it rather well. The art style is nice, and I haven't found any noticeable
glitches. I think this is most definitely worth the five dollar price tag it has, and was worth the 10-15ish price tag it had when I
got it.. Tag: Novalogic / Novaworld. From my experience, everything seems fairly decent so far. There is no IP\/Country block
when I play NA\/EU servers from Asia (Singapore). Also, the character moves really slow when not running, maybe it's just
me... (personal preference)
There is even a fatique\/stamina system so that players do not spend an astounding amount of hours in the game. The stamina
resets daily for one character and weekly for the Account, as you can create multiple characters and store them as well. There is
some movement delay when I'm running around, maybe it's just my ping. I also would like a Fullscreen Windowed option..
Cheap, fun and works with my hori rap vx sa stick. The simple math angle is interesting especially after a few beers. Also I like
the music tracks, they are long and help you get in the zone.. At best, this is a good way to get rid of that steam giftcard that's
been burning a hole in your pocket. At worst, it's $5 you'll never get back for a game that's only fun for a few minutes before
the clunky UI and lack of variety make you wish you'd never heard of a furling. I'm in the second camp, as only a half an hour
made this game feel less like a true god game and more like a poorly contrived mobile RTS. 4\/10, because it does let me light
my enemies on fire.. So funny a little game! Good atmosphere! Good craft system! Good phyiscal! And cheap!
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Near perfect, and free! Blessings and fortune upon you. Roomscale games like this are the reason why I bought the Vive
(apparently) and I could play a thousand more titles like this. You didn't make the puzzle(s) hard at all, which is good for a
moron like myself. It's not very long, so make sure to savour the first playthrough, but even at it's current length, I could see
myself paying up to $2.99 for this. If you take 7000mg of LSD-25, you will murder your father. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mYOQ-VrhJ2w. Great Game ! You can tell the devoper has spent a great deal of time
getting everything right. This is a recomended buy.

Message to the developer:

 Please don't give up on Steam its just a matter of time for people to learn that you are here.

 I have purchased all your games on IOS and will buy them on steam too.
Inferno 2 plays great on the big screen! Steam needs more developers like you, it surprises me that they don't promote your
game more for you.. Phew! After (what I consider to be) the utterly dreadful and drab second LC episode, things are mostly
back on track with this one.

It's not clever or original like the 1st one, and has almost none of that episode's quirky charm. But it's a solid HOG, with vastly
improved graphics over both the earlier episodes, no problems running in HD, and decent (if unoriginal) puzzles. Also, I didn't
turn the music off; so it obviously wasn't completely irritating like some HOGs seem to get away with.

Some 'flaws' in the HO puzzles, though. A shuttlecock is labled as a 'birdie'. A 'snowdrop' turned out to be a sunflower. And
using 'helm' to refer to a ships wheel was a bit obscure. Now; these may just be terms I'm not familiar with, or maybe just odd
translations. Completely threw me, anyhow. And when there are quite obviously two books in a scene and only one counts..
irritating. (There are other examples, but I can't remember them now.)

Decent bonus chapter, too.

Recommended if you enjoy HOGs; this fits right in with most of them. Not recommended if you are looking for anything
original, challenging or particularly engaging.

I short; a fairly good, standard HOG which, if you like that kind of thing is worth a look.
. Great mini game. It will improve in the next following years that's for sure.. Easily the best choice of game I've read (second to
Choice of Robots???) There are so many outcomes and choices to make mutiple playthroughs are a must, my next playthrough
I'm going to 'mance Vega and maybe off the king >:). The only negative complaint I have is the story is meant to be played with
the king romanced in chapter 1, you have 2 other options in chapter 1 (as far as I am aware I can't bring myself to court the
dusty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665aristocrat) but I would love another chapter written on  de Dendoza and your life after
you run off together, I just feel it ended to soon #DLCoppertunity ;). Other than that is was a great read I'm going for my 3rd
run soon and can't wait.

In conclusion, I am bitter I was betrayed, I was burned at the stake and it sHOOk meee. Worst Pixel Puzzle game by far. I don't
know who's worse, Elmo or Le Roach.

On a more serious note, great sequal to the series. Get it individually or the Spy Fox Complete Pack (Or H.E. pack).

Spy Fox is a cult-classic series from H.E. back in the late 90's. He is at his best in this game, better than the first (still good too),
and far better than the third (which I don't recommend).

The plot is great, the background story of the villan as you progress answers "who, why, and how", the true ending is about the
same as the first game's in terms of concept, but different approach (redirect their escape route and sent them to Spy Jail).

In Spy Fox 2: S.A.R., you're headed to the World's Fair (somewhere in western America) to disable a giant mechanical dog
based on a toy model, both made by S.M.E.L.L.Y. (Society for Meaningless Evil, Larceny, Lying and Yelling). You need to
figure how to get inside the robot, and disable it before it 'causes a rampage.

The game is longer than the first, but with two fixed alternate paths instead of many possible alternate paths in the first game.
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Both paths are challenging in their own way (and the Spy Vending Machine can tip you off of which one.)

New characters to meet that are memoriable: Elmo the Cape Cod fan (don't get him started), Le Roach, and the Wax Museum
Security Guard (poor guy has it rough). Along with returning characters: Monkey Penny, Prof. Quack, and Walter Wireless.
(Sadly no Russian Blue...)

There's apparently a song reference that I partially gotten as a kid, but fully gotten now.

This is a must have game whether you're new to adventure games, nostalgia, for your child, or want something witty and
humorous.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and/or follow if you wish.. The game has some great potential but there's still some bugs that need to be fixed for the game
to be fully enjoyable.

For a free game, not bad. :). The visuals are mindblowing, the soundtrack is a joy to listen to as you navigate your way through
this digital world and the quests are pretty enjoyable as they have varying levels of difficulty: some of them are extremely
straight-forward and others really put you mind at work.
I personally am fond of the not-so-straightforward quests, mainly reminds me of those old games where you had to figure your
way through rather than expecting the game to give you a direct answer. It's challenging, but very rewarding in the end.

I absolutely loved the millions of references scattered throughout the game, the products, ads, stores, etc. are all extremely well-
thought, creative and very amusing to stumble upon.

What more can I say? I've been looking forward to this game ever since I stumbled upon the v.2 trailer back in 2015 and It
brings me so much joy to see this great project finally be out there for all of us to play.
Certainly hoping there'll be unlockable achievements in the future!
. yea it should be +13 years old to see this =D but the reality,,, this is cruel world, mayby better that ppl learn their kids true
stuff what are relative to the reality and science, not some imagination stuff that will somepoint just fuc up ppl heads,, i liked
this movie! This tells about humans a lot, and the freedom that we all should have! ;)

If interested at science and world without money and this current system "It´s Our Choice" ----> www.thevenusproject.com
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